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Research on a hybrid neural
network task assignment
algorithm for solving
multi-constraint heterogeneous
autonomous underwater robot
swarms

Jingyu Ru, Dongqiang Hao, Xiangyue Zhang, Hongli Xu* and

Zixi Jia*

Faculty of Robot Science and Engineering, Northeastern University, Shenyang, China

Studying the task assignment problem of multiple underwater robots has

a broad e�ect on the field of underwater exploration and can be helpful

in military, fishery, and energy. However, to the best of our knowledge,

few studies have focused on multi-constrained underwater detection task

assignment for heterogeneous autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) clusters

with autonomous decision-making capabilities, and the current popular

heuristicmethods have di�culty obtaining optimal cluster unit task assignment

results. In this paper, a fast graph pointer network (FGPN) method, which is

a hybrid of graph pointer network (GPN) and genetic algorithm, is proposed

to solve the task assignment problem of detection/communication AUV

clusters, and to improve the assignment e�ciency on the basis of ensuring the

accuracy of task assignment. A two-stage detection algorithm is used. First, the

task nodes are clustered and pre-grouped according to the communication

distance. Then, according to the clustering results, a neural network model

based on graph pointer network is used to solve the local task assignment

results. A large-scale cluster cooperative task assignment problem and

a detection/communication cooperative work mode are proposed, which

transform the cooperative cooperation problem of heterogeneous AUV

clusters into a Multiple Traveling salesman problem (MTSP) for solving. We also

conducted a large number of experiments to verify the e�ectiveness of the

algorithm. The experimental results show that the solution e�ciency of the

method proposed in this paper is better than the traditional heuristic method

on the scale of 300/500/750/1,000/1,500/2,000 task nodes, and the solution

quality is similar to the result of the heuristic method. We hope that our ideas

and methods for solving the large-scale cooperative task assignment problem

can be used as a reference for large-scale task assignment problems and other

related problems in other fields.
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1. Introduction

With the development of underwater vehicle technology

and information technology, new underwater detection needs

are constantly emerging. Under the constraints of multi-agents,

more challenges are emerging, and different scholars have

focused on related research directions. The assignment of

detection tasks is a relatively classic research direction when

using AUV clusters to perform traversal detection of multiple

points to be detected in underwater detection scenarios.

The task assignment of underwater detection robots can

be divided into two types: dynamic task assignment and static

task assignment, which correspond to different usage scenarios.

When performing detection tasks on dynamic targets (Page

et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2018), the task allocation method

of dynamic allocation is often used because the situation of

the area to be detected is unknown at this time, detection

tasks always appear, and tasks can only be allocated while

exploring. Many scholars have focused in this topic. For

example, MahmoudZadeh et al. (2018) proposed a hierarchical

dynamic task planning framework for the problem of dynamic

task assignment of AUVs within a limited time interval in

a spatiotemporally changing marine environment. Bertuccelli

et al. (2009) proposed a dynamic mission planning algorithm

based on enhanced Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm for

multi-agent combat scenarios with noisy sensors. Capitan et al.

(2016) proposed a dynamic task planning algorithm based on

MDP (Markov Decision Process) for planning problems under

multi-stage uncertainty. The above problems have no global

information, and the task allocation will focus on factors, such as

the robot’s detection ability, communication delay, and energy

allocation. When assigning static tasks (Ferreira et al., 2007;

Edison and Shima, 2011), the related problem is usually modeled

as a traveling salesman problem. For example, Abbasi et al.

(2022) proposed a heuristic fleet cooperation algorithm to solve

the problem of sea star cluster processing. Hooshangi and

Alesheikh (2017) explored a multi-agent task planning method

combining interval number VIKOR and auction mechanism

based on Contract Net Protocol is used to solve rescue problems

in disaster environments. In addition, many scholars have

used deep learning (Vinyals et al., 2015; Bello et al., 2016;

François-Lavet et al., 2016; Deudon et al., 2018; Kool et al.,

2018; Holler et al., 2019; Solozabal et al., 2019) methods to

solve the traveling salesman problem. The above work uses

more capable surface and underwater ships to pre-scan the

area to be detected, a more capable experimental platform to

improve some of the above shortcomings in detection and

energy consumption, and a multi-robot cluster to perform

the detection task, but requires a large number of AUVs that

can perform communication and detection tasks. The cost is

high and the number is small. The number of task points

allocated to each AUV is large, and the computational efficiency

and detection efficiency of the task allocation algorithm are

relatively low. Thus far, the underwater task detection task still

faces many problems, and limited research has focused on task

assignments for large-scale detection points in the pre-detection

area using the heterogeneous AUV cluster combination of

communication/detection.

Studying the task assignment problem of heterogeneous

AUV cluster combinations for large-scale probe points can

bring many benefits (Zhu et al., 2020; Ru et al., 2021).

In terms of energy consumption, the heterogeneous AUV

combination performs its duties, which can provide smaller

energy consumption and prolong the working time of the AUV

cluster (Zhu et al., 2017; Khan et al., 2022). In terms of task

allocation efficiency, the AUV responsible for communication

has strong computing power and can be equipped with deep

learning modules. It can greatly improve the efficiency of task

allocation (Zhu et al., 2019; Khan and Li, 2022). In terms of

economy, the types and performance of sensors configured by

small robots that perform short-range detection tasks are weak,

and the cost is low. It can be used in combination with large

AUVs with strong detection capabilities to save costs (Huang

et al., 2014; Khan et al., 2021). In terms of detection efficiency,

heterogeneous clusters can detect more detection points per unit

time and increase the detection area per unit time (Li et al.,

2017).

Heterogeneous AUV cluster detection with

detection/communication hybrid functions has many benefits

but still faces the following challenges. First, the balance of

robot task allocation is an issue considering that the number

of points obtained by pre-detection increases with the increase

of sensor capabilities and detection requirements. How to

reasonably allocate detection points to each robot group is

another challenge. The second is the cooperation between

heterogeneous robots. Because the functions of heterogeneous

robots are different, robots with functions such as detection

and communication need to cooperate in the time and space

domains, so the cooperation between heterogeneous robots is a

challenge. Finally, the multi-robot task assignment problem is a

typical NP-hard problem, and the efficient assignment of tasks

is a challenge.

To overcome the above challenges, we propose a novel task

assignment method suitable for solving heterogeneous AUV

cluster combinations-Cluster-based hybrid solution method:

This algorithm (i) proposes a detection point assignment

method, (ii) designs a set of task assignment algorithm

based on the fusion of GPN (Ma et al., 2019) network

and heuristic method, and (iii) proposes a heterogeneous

AUV matching algorithm. The contributions of this paper are

as follows:

(1) To our knowledge, this paper is the first to use the area

detection algorithm in a large-scale underwater environment to

be detected by using a heterogeneous segmentation method.
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(2) A DBSCAN clustering equivalence algorithm based on

communication distance constraints that can perform grouping

equivalent processing on large-scale tasks is proposed.

(3) An improved task assignment method based on GPN

network is also proposed, which can effectively replace the

traditional heuristic algorithm to solve the TSP problem with

fixed start and end points.

(4) A task coordination method for heterogeneous AUVs

that can work under the common constraints of detection and

communication for heterogeneous AUV systems is explored.

(5) We also carried out a large number of simulation

experiments on virtual underwater pre-detection points,

compared the effects of classical heuristic algorithms, and

analyzed the combination of different numbers of robots to

further verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithm

practicality.

2. Problem description

There are N target points tpi to be processed in a certain sea

area, forming a set of tasks to be processed TP :

TP = {tp1, tp2, . . . , tpi, . . . , tpN} 1 ≤ i ≤ N (1)

where tpi = {x, y}, x, y represents the location information of the

target task point.

Existing M1 communication units cu, and M2 execution

units eu constitute cluster unit U :

U = {cu1, cu2, . . . , cui, . . . , cuM1, eu1, eu2, . . . , euj, . . . , euM2}

(2)

When the execution unit and the communication unit cooperate

to access all task nodes, they should meet the communication

constraint requirements, as shown in Equation (3), that is, the

execution unit should be within the scope of the communication

unit. In addition, the execution unit should also meet the

requirements of its own capability constraints, as shown in

Equation (4), that is, at the same time, the execution unit can

only access at most one target task node. The specific constraints

are as follows:

Ci,j =







0, di,j ≤ r

1, di,j > r
(3)

where Ci,j indicates whether communication can be established

between communication unit cui and execution unit euj,

Ci,j = 1 indicates that the communication unit can establish

communication with the execution unit, and vice versa, di,j

represents the distance between the communication unit cui

and the execution unit euj, and r represents the communication

radius of the communication unit cui.

N
∑

i=1

h(euj, tpi, t) ≤ 1 (4)

where h(euj, tpi, t) indicates whether the execution unit euj

accesses the target task point tpi at time t, the value of

h(euj, tpi, t) is 1 if the execution unit euj visits the target task

point tpi, and 0 otherwise.

In order to ensure the optimal result of the overall task

assignment, this study takes the minimum moving distance as

the optimization goal to optimize the entire task assignment

process. The optimization goals are as follows:

f =

M1
∑

i=1

Lcui +

M2
∑

j=1

Leuj (5)

where Lcui represents the total distance moved by the

communication unit cui, and Leuj represents the total distance

moved by the execution unit euj.

3. Cluster collaborative task
assignment solution framework

The execution and the communication units need to

cooperate to complete the processing of all task points, and

a communication distance constraint between the execution

and the communication units exists, limited by the current

computing power level. Hence, it is difficult to directly solve the

task assignment and solve it in a limited time. For optimal task

assignment results, the process of solving the cluster cooperative

task assignment problem in this paper is shown in the following

Figure 1.

Module Ameans to perform equivalent clustering on all task

points, module Bmeans to plan the order in which the execution

unit and communication unit access each task cluster according

to the clustering result, module C means to allocate within each

task cluster according to the global task allocation result local

tasks.

3.1. Target task point clustering grouping

Considering the influence of communication constraints,

the execution unit must select executable task points near the

communication unit. At the same time, when the task scale

becomes larger, the overall optimization will become more

complicated. Therefore, consider grouping tasks first through

communication distance constraints, and then, large-scale tasks

and resource allocation planning problems become local small-

scale problems, thereby reducing the amount of computation.

The grouping method adopts the DBSCANmethod to group the

task points:

TP = {g1, g2, . . . , gi, . . . , gk} 1 ≤ k ≤ N (6)
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FIGURE 1

Flowchart for solving cluster collaborative task assignment. (A) Perform equivalent clustering on all task nodes, and generate several task cluster

units after clustering. (B) Perform global task assignment of execution units and communication units according to the equivalent clustering

results. (C) According to The result of the global task assignment is to assign tasks to the communication unit and the execution unit within the

task cluster.

where gi = {tp1, tp2, . . . , tpl} indicates that the task cluster gi has

l target task points, and k represents the number of task clusters

after clustering.

First, according to the distribution of target task points tpi

in the task cluster group gi, it is equivalently converted into a

node, and then the equivalent approximation is made to the

moving distance and time consuming of the execution unit euj

to complete the task cluster.

Task cluster gi equivalent node Ex,y(gi) location coordinates

is as follow:

Ex,y(gi) = min fr(gi) (7)

where fr(gi) represents the center coordinates of the smallest

covering circle containing all target task points tpi in the task

cluster gi.

The equivalent approximate moving distance Ed of the

execution unit after visiting all target task point tpi in the task

cluster gi is as follow:

Ed =

l
∑

i=1

‖Ex,y − tpi‖2 (8)

The equivalent approximate time Et for the execution unit

to complete the task cluster gi is as follows:

Et =
Ed
v̄

(9)

where v̄ represents the average expected speed of execution unit.

3.2. Global task assignment

3.2.1. Execution unit task assignment

According to the clustering and grouping results gi, the

global task assignment problem of execution units can be

transformed into a multi-travel salesman problem with fixed

start and end nodes. Genetic algorithm is used to solve the

optimal task cluster access sequence of each execution unit

euj, and the minimum moving data distance is used as the

The optimization objective of the problem optimizes the task

assignment results. The specific form of the optimization goal

is as follows:

f =

M2
∑

j=1

Leuj (10)

3.2.2. Communication unit task assignment

The communication unit needs to cooperate with the

execution unit to complete the processing of task points and

assign tasks to the communication unit according to the global

planning result of the execution unit. The time required by the

execution unit to process each task cluster also varies because of

the different number of tasks in each task cluster. Therefore, the

following time constraints exist for the communication unit to

reach each task cluster node:

aj + wj + 1i,j ≤ ei,j (11)

where wj = max(0, ei − aj), aj is the time when the

communication unit arrives at the task cluster node, wj is the

waiting time of the communication unit, ei,j is the time when
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the ith execution unit starts to execute the jth node, and 1i,j is

the time when the communication unit arrives from node i to

node j.

The global task assignment problem of communication units

can be equivalently transformed into a multi-travel salesman

problem with time windows. In order to ensure that the

optimal task assignment results of communication units are

obtained, this paper takes the minimum moving distance of

communication units as the optimization objective, and adopts

genetic The algorithm solves the problem. The optimization goal

is defined as:

f =

M2
∑

i=1

Leui (12)

3.3. Local task assignment

During the execution of the task, the communication unit

does not participate directly in the processing of the task point

and is only responsible for completing the communication with

the execution unit, that is, it does not need to reach the task

point. In group task planning, a genetic algorithm is used to

plan tasks for execution units, and then tasks are planned for

communication units according to the results of task planning

for execution units.

3.3.1. Execution unit local task planning

The local task assignment problem of the execution unit

belongs to the traveling salesman problem with fixed start and

end points. In this paper, the deep learning method based on

the GPN model (Ma et al., 2019) is used to solve the local

task assignment problem. The model structure is shown in the

Figure 2.

The encoding part of the model is divided into node

feature information encoding and neighbor node information

encoding. The node location feature information is encoded

through the LSTM network, thereby mapping the node feature

information from the low-dimensional space to the high-

dimensional space. According to the encoding vector of the

location features of each node by LSTM, the node neighbor

information encoding part aggregates and encodes the neighbor

information of each node through the GraphSAGE network, so

as to obtain the feature information between the node and other

nodes. The network form of each layer of the neighbor node

FIGURE 2

GPN network structure model diagram.

FIGURE 3

Schematic diagram of virtual node types.
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information encoding network is as follows:

T
l
i = γTl−1

i 2 + (1− γ )Rθ (
1

∣

∣N(i)
∣

∣

{T
l−1
j }j∈N(i)∪{i}) (13)

In the formula, Tli represents the l − th task node of the

layer, γ is a trainable weight matrix, 2 ∈ R
dl−1∗dl is a trainable

weight matrix, Rθ represents the aggregation function, and N(i)

represents the k adjacent task nodes Ti .

The decoder part encodes the node feature information

and the neighbor node feature information to obtain the

high-dimensional feature vector of the node and the high-

dimensional feature vector of the neighbor node and send it

to the attention network model to obtain the pointer vector ui,

which is then passed to the softmax layer, using to generate the

probability distribution Pi of the next node to visit.

3.3.2. Local task planning of communication
unit

Because the communication unit does not need to reach the

task location point, virtual nodes vx,y are added according to the

task location point processed by the execution unit to plan the

TABLE 1 Compare the task assignments of target nodes with fixed

start and end points of di�erent sizes in the 1 ∗ 1 km area.

Method TP10 TP20

Total
Len.

Time Total
Len.

Time

GA (Approximate

Time)

2.4997 0.0184 4.0933 0.0497

GA (Approximate

Len.)

2.7533 0.0195 4.1401 0.0485

FGPN 2.7515 0.0181 4.1663 0.0471

Method TP30 TP40

Total
Len.

Time Total
Len.

Time

GA (Approximate

Time)

6.1451 0.0534 7.9638 0.0729

GA (Approximate

Len.)

4.8887 0.1553 5.2182 0.6204

FGPN 4.995 0.0563 5.4861 0.0724

Method TP50 TP60

Total
Len.

Time Total
Len.

Time

GA (Approximate

Time)

10.0089 0.0919 12.4997 0.1007

GA (Approximate

Len.)

5.8712 0.8093 6.4742 1.1452

FGPN 5.9229 0.0926 6.3551 0.1099

The total Len. in the table is 103m and the time unit is seconds. Total Len., total length;

TP, target task points.

access node location of the communication unit. The types of

virtual node additions are as follows Figure 3.

Single virtual nodemodel. When all target task points tpi in

the task cluster gi are within the communication range of the

communication unit cui that executes the task cluster, the virtual

node vx,y is defined as:

vx,y = min fr(gi) (14)

The above formula indicates that the coordinates of the

virtual node vx,y at this time are the center coordinates of

the smallest covering circle containing all target task points in

the task cluster gi.

Multiple virtual nodes model. When some target task points

tpj in the task cluster gi are all within the communication range

FIGURE 4

Comparison of solution times for the number of target task

nodes at di�erent scales. (A) Comparison of solution speed

between GA algorithm and FGPN method when the solution

results are similar. (B) Comparison of the solution results of the

GA algorithm and the FGPN method when the solution speed is

similar.
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of the communication unit cui executing the task cluster, the task

points of the current task group are grouped twice according to

the order of the execution unit euj executing the task nodes.

gi = {g′1, g
′
2, . . . , g

′
i , . . . , g

′
a} (15)

where g′i = {tpj|di,j ≤ r}, g′i represents a new small task cluster

formed by re-clustering the task points tpi in the task cluster unit

gi according to the communication range of the communication

unit cui, a represents the number of new task clusters generated

by secondary clustering of the task cluster. At this point the

TABLE 2 The relationship between the solution time and the total moving distance and the scale of the task nodes when the number of target task

nodes in the task cluster is about 40. The unit of total Len. in the table is 106
m, and the unit of Time is seconds.

Method TP300 TP500 TP750

Total Len. Time Total Len. Time Total Len. Time

GA 0.24017 22.1086 0.6079 30.8226 1.1183 40.7717

BAS 0.7723 3.7901 1.9852 5.9216 3.5989 7.8401

FGPN 0.3141 3.3769 0.6284 5.277 1.4038 6.9828

Method TP1000 TP1500 TP2000

Total Len. Time Total Len. Time Total Len. Time

GA 1.4807 54.1713 2.7204 67.4411 3.9782 97.8231

BAS 4.7572 13.3097 8.7563 24.5971 13.7864 59.7851

FGPN 1.7045 11.8467 3.0505 21.8675 4.3854 55.2984

TABLE 3 The relationship between the solution time and the total moving distance and the scale of the task nodes when the number of target task

nodes in the task cluster is about 50. The unit of total Len. in the table is 106
m, and the unit of Time is seconds.

Method TP300 TP500 TP750

Total Len. Time Total Len. Time Total Len. Time

GA 0.1864 21.672 0.5319 25.2549 0.8661 35.4905

BAS 0.8187 4.0607 1.7659 5.8291 3.8779 7.4967

FGPN 0.3115 3.6262 0.6073 5.2044 1.0134 6.6926

Method TTP1000 TP1500 TP2000

Total Len. Time Total Len. Time Total Len. Time

GA 1.6602 53.0959 2.2274 72.9084 3.8515 97.3034

BAS 5.5238 12.1733 8.392 23.6284 12.7955 56.2864

FGPN 1.7178 10.8701 2.2387 21.0986 4.0565 45.7959

TABLE 4 The relationship between the solution time and the total moving distance and the scale of the task nodes when the number of target task

nodes in the task cluster is about 60. The unit of total Len. in the table is 106
m, and the unit of Time is seconds.

Method TP300 TP500 TP750

Total Len. Time Total Len. Time Total Len. Time

GA 0.24914 15.3671 0.44992 20.6146 0.79347 26.5818

BAS 0.8124 3.2167 1.5062 5.1463 3.8514 7.0196

FGPN 0.3348 3.1385 0.5722 4.9957 1.1201 6.8041

Method TP1000 TP1500 TP2000

Total Len. Time Total Len. Time Total Len. Time

GA 1.4785 53.2567 2.0076 70.3005 3.0399 89.8016

BAS 4.9487 10.6239 8.2158 20.5983 12.1072 54.3951

FGPN 1.4682 10.3123 2.3365 19.9997 3.7372 42.1359
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TABLE 5 Variable explanation table.

Variable name Variable description Variable name Variable description

tpi i-th task point x, y The location information of task point

cu Communication units eu Execution units

γ Trainable weight matrix di,j The distance between the cui and the euj

wj The waiting time of the cuj aj Time of arrival of cu

2 Trainable weight matrix ei,j The time when eui starts executing task

Rθ The aggregation function 1i,j Time spent by cu on the way

N(i) The k adjacent task nodes T
l
i The l− th task node of the layer

vx,y Virtual node

FIGURE 5

Comparison between the solution time of the three methods

and the scale of task nodes when the number of target task

nodes in the task cluster is 40/50/60.

virtual node looks like this:

vx,y = min fr(gi) (16)

To sum up, for the task assignment problem of underwater

autonomous vehicles in multi-heterogeneous clusters, firstly,

clustering is performed according to the location information

of all task nodes, and the clustering results are equivalently

approximated, and then the global tasks of the execution units

are assigned. The problem is transformed into a multi-travel

salesman problem to solve, and the communication unit task

cooperative assignment problem is transformed into a multi-

travel salesman problem with a time window to solve. Task

allocation, the specific method is: the task allocation problem

of the execution unit is transformed into the traveling salesman

problem, which is solved by the deep learning method based

on GPN, and the communication unit performs local task

allocation by adding virtual nodes. The notation used in the

design is summarized in Table 5.

FIGURE 6

Comparison between the total length of the three methods and

the scale of task nodes when the number of target task nodes in

the task cluster is 40/50/60.

4. Experiment

This paper uses an NVIDIA RTX2080 GPU to train the

FGPN model, limited by memory size constraints. The training

batch size is B = 50, the tsp scale size is size = 60, and

1,000 rounds of training are performed. The training time for

each round is about 3 min. The rest of the algorithms are

implemented based on MATLAB2019, and the device CPU

model is Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6500U@2.50GHz.

Experiment 1: Comparison of task allocation algorithms for

individual execution unit eu in target task nodes tp of different

scales in the 1 ∗ 1 km area. The results are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the number of TP is less

than 20, the solution results based on the deep learning method

are similar in quality to the results obtained by GA, and the

solution time is roughly the same; when the number of task

nodes is greater than 20, the solution time is roughly the same.

The quality of the solution based on the deep learning method
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FIGURE 7

Schematic diagram of the execution unit accessing node sequence when the number of target task nodes is 1,000.

FIGURE 8

Schematic diagram of the communication unit cooperative access node sequence when the number of target task nodes is 1,000.

is better than that of the GA solution. When the number of task

nodes is greater than 40, the quality of the solution is improved

by more than 30%. Moreover, when the number of task nodes

is greater than 20, the quality of the solution is roughly under

the same conditions, and the solution efficiency based on deep

learning is better than that of GA. When the scale of task

nodes is greater than 40, the solution efficiency is improved by

about 70%.

Experiment 2: Comparison of results of task assignment

methods based on the DBSCAN clustering method. Let

the area size be 10*10km, the number of execution unit

eu is 3, the number of communication unit cu is 2, the

communication distance is 300 m, the movement speed of

the execution unit is 2m/s, and the movement speed of the

communication unit is 3 to 5 m/s. The results are shown

in Tables 2–4.
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FIGURE 9

Schematic diagram of the communication unit and the execution unit cooperating to access the target task points.

Taking 1,000 task nodes in a 10 ∗ 10 km area as an example,

the overall task planning results are shown in the following

figures.

The experimental results indicate that in the 10 ∗ 10

km area when the number of TP is between 300 and 500,

as shown in Figures 5, 6, the solution time based on the

deep learning method is similar to the total moving distance

based on the solution result of the genetic algorithm, and

the solution speed is increased by about 50%. When the

task scale is greater than 500, the solution efficiency based

on the deep learning method is better than that based

on the genetic algorithm. When the total moving distance

obtained by the solution remains similar, the solution speed

is increased by more than 70%. Meanwhile, when the number

of task nodes in the task cluster increases, the time spent to

solve the relative optimal solution of the current scale task

is relatively reduced, and when the scale of task nodes is

greater than 1,500, it increases by about 20%. In addition,

the solution efficiency of the BAS (Beetle Antennae Search

Algorithm) is roughly similar to that of our proposed method,

but the solution result is far worse than the genetic-based

method and the method proposed in this paper. Experiments

show that the method proposed in this paper can greatly

improve the efficiency of solving large-scale cluster coordination

problems.

Figures 7, 8, respectively, show the situation of three

execution units traversing 1,000 task nodes and two

communication units traversing virtual nodes cooperatively.

Figure 9 shows the sequence of cooperative access to all target

task nodes by the execution unit and the communication unit.

Each execution unit traverses all the task nodes in the graph

in turn, and the communication unit synchronously plans to

traverse the virtual nodes of the graph according to the order

in which the execution units access the task nodes to jointly

complete the entire task. It can be seen from the figure that

the algorithm proposed in this paper can effectively solve the

problem of communication constraints and cooperative task

assignment of multiple heterogeneous clusters.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a deep learning method and a heuristic

algorithm by adopting the idea of divide and conquer and

the combination of global and local, aiming at the large task

scale and complex coordination difficulties in the large-scale

cooperative task assignment problem of multi-heterogeneous

cluster units with communication distance constraints. The

FGPN method proposed in this paper, which combines the

clustering-based GPN and the genetic algorithm, can greatly

improve the solution efficiency while ensuring that the solution

results are similar to the genetic algorithm when the number of

target task nodes is between 1,000 and 1,500. The experimental

results show that the algorithm proposed in this paper can solve

the problem of cooperative assignment of large-scale cluster

tasks and can obtain relatively optimal task assignment results

faster while ensuring that the quality of the solution is roughly

the same as that of the traditional method. We will further

explore the use of deep learning methods to solve the multi-

traveling salesman problem with fixed start and end positions
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and the multi-traveling salesman problem with time windows in

the future.
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